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Abstract. This study focuses on (1) understanding the indigenous algorithm of
specific material culture named Geringsing textile patterns, and then (2)
transforming the indigenous algorithm into an application that best serves local
artisans and younger generation as a design tool and educational tool. Patterns
design, which is created in textile as a material culture from a specific area, has
a unique design grammar. Geringsing textile is unique to this part of the world
because it is produced with double-ikat weaving technique, and this technique is
only used in three places in the world. This material culture passes from
generation to generation as an oral tradition. To safeguard, document, and
digitize this knowledge, a sequential research methodology of ethnography and
computation is employed in this study to understand the indigenous algorithm of
Geringsing textile patterns, and then to translate the algorithm with computer
simulation. This culturally specific design application then is tested by two local
artisans and two aspiring artists from the younger generations in the village to
see whether this application can serve as a design and educational tool.
Keywords: Ethno-Computation, Culturally specific, Indigenous algorithm,
Geringsing.

1

Introduction

Material culture refers to the physical objects, resources, and spaces that people
use to define their culture, therefore material culture is produced based on the cultural
knowledge owned by the local people in a specific area. Geringsing textiles are unique
to this part of the world because they are created with double ikat technique. Geringsing
textile is produced in Tenganan Pegringsingan village in Bali, Indonesia. According to
Ramseyer (1985), only three places in the world that still maintain this technique,
Indonesia, India and Japan. The Tenganan Pegringsingan village is the only location in
Indonesia that still preserves this technique. Material culture refers to the physical
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objects, resources, and spaces that people use to define their culture, therefore material
culture is produced based on the cultural knowledge owned by the local people in a
specific area. In order to translate the material culture into a formal design language
and digital application, it must first be carefully decoded, so that the formal design
language and digital application possess the significance of the cultural knowledge
from the local context.
Muslimin (2014) wrote about ethnocomputation in Architecture. His study is
integrating a computational design analysis that serves as design evidence and
observation of the engraving process in the field. He collected the data through
observations, interviews, and surveys. Then he analyzes those data with the theory of
shape grammar to extract the set of rules in creating Toraja glyph house.
While Ethnocomputing that is introduced by Eglash (2006) and Babbitt (2012)
is to simulate the indigenous algorithm into a design tool with computer simulation.
Their intention of creating this design tool is to be used by the elementary students to
learn their local mathematics digitally. Eglash and Babbit developed ethnocomputing
from ethnomathematics as initiated by D’ambrosio (1984), followed by Ascher (1997),
and Gerdes (1985). Based on them, ethnomathematics is an approach to explore
mathematics beyond a material culture. They argued that every material culture has
hidden mathematics only known by the artisans. Gerdes (1985) suggested to immerse
and participate with the artisans in creating the material culture to understand the hidden
calculation or indigenous algorithm. Hence, ethnomathematics and ethnocomputing are
developed to increase students’ participation in mathematics courses without serving
the tool for local artisans.
The current studies of ethocomputation and ethnocomputing involve a field
work as an attempt to understand the material culture. In this paper specifically, ethnocomputation is employed as a combination of ethnography and computation where the
interpretation is made based on the artisans’ rationale, and, at the end, an additional
fieldwork is involved to test and verify that the culturally specific design application is
best serving the local artisans and younger generations in the specific area.

2

Methodology

This research is divided into three phases: (1) the first phase is ethnography
research methodology to understand how the process creating Geringsing textile
patterns in Tenganan Pegringsingan village; (2) the second phase is pattern analysis to
investigate indigenous algorithm of Geringsing patterns based on the data from the first
phase; (3) computer simulation to build a design application based on indigenous
algorithm, then test it to local participants.
Table 1. Data collection method and Data Analysis

Phase
I

Data Collection
Qualitative data:
Interview
Participant
Observation

Data Analysis
Coding the Interview

Outcome
Cultural Knowledge:
cultural
symbolism,
color
symbolism,
interlacement of the
warp and the weft
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II

Data from the
first phase

Cultural Knowledge

III

Indigenous
algorithm from
the second phase.

Translating the indigenous
algorithm into processing
programming language.

Indigenous Algorithm:
symmetry of culture,
fundamental unit, color
grammar.
Test the application to
the participant.
Culturally
Specific
Design Application

The qualitative data gathered from ethnography are interviews and participant
observations. Both data collections allow the researcher to immerse with the
participants’ activities, especially in the textile-creating process. This methodology
permits the researcher to get first-hand data and to understand the cultural theme. Once
the researcher understands the connection between the cultural theme and the process
of textile production, the researcher can analyze the pattern structures of the Geringsing
textile types with the help of images gathered from museums, books, and journals. The
pattern analysis process provides a set of rules—or grammar—for the textiles. After
establishing the rules in the analysis process, the next step is to simulate those rules into
an application. Once this application has been created, the researcher returns to the
village to test and verify the tools with the participants/local artisans. Most of the people
in the Tenganan Pegringsingan village have graduated from high schools and
universities. So, technology is not foreign; most of them can operate a computer or
smartphone.

3

Phase I - Cultural Knowledge of Geringsing textiles

To understand the cultural knowledge of people in the Tenganan Pegringsingan
village regarding the process of creating Geringsing textiles, the qualitative data
collection consisted of interviews and participant observations. The researcher
audiotaped 28 interviews, videotaped 20 hours of observations, and collected images
from Geringsing catalogs from three museums and images of privately-owned
Geringsing textiles, from the weavers. The data were transcribed and coded to create
categories of cultural meaning, including sub-categories. The concept of protection
appears to be the cultural theme as it is a recurring principle in a number of categories.
Tengananese implements the concept of protection in their daily life to maintain,
sustain, and balance their natural resources and traditional knowledge that are inherited
from generation to generation. People in Tenganan follow a strict rule related with their
natural resources: all the land they have can only be traded within the people in the
village, so this village has the same amount of land since the old time. They have strict
zoning for housing area, forest, and agriculture. All people in Tenganan are able to chop
the trees from the forest with certain conditions: getting permission from the chief of
the village and only cutting trees of a certain age. Other than that, the traditional
knowledge passes from generation to generation as an oral tradition: they have
traditional workshops that boys and girls in this village must join at particular age.
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People in this village treat Geringsing textiles as a sacred object that provide
protection for the people who make and wear it. The textile’s name aligns with the
literal meaning of Geringsing, which is the absence of, or protection from, illnesses.
The concept of protection interconnects the makers and the users. During the process
of creation, the makers create protection through each step of the process; then, in
reciprocation, the textiles provide protection to the makers and users. According to
Kohn (1960), “Geringsing derives from two words: gering and sing, gering means sick
and sing means no” (p.314). So Geringsing means no sickness, or in other words
meaning protection.
Implementation of the concept of protection in Geringsing textiles is achieved
by (1) implementing symbolism that visualizes unification of elements into patterns,
(2) using three colors that represent the cycle of life, and (3) balancing interlacement
between warp and weft threads that have been dyed with specific calculations.

Figure 1. Several types of Geringsing textiles

3.1

Cultural symbolism

The concept of protection is translated to the form of a plus sign (+), or tapak
dara, which is the local term. This plus sign is the basic shape of balance and protection
that is believed by the people in the Tenganan Pegringsingan village. People in this
village believe that the cross sign is a symbol of protection. This cultural knowledge
also is applied to the creating process of Geringsing textile. The perpendicular of the
warp and weft threads in the loom is represented as a coordinate system with the plus
sign. According to the pattern designers and the village chiefs, all the patterns in
Geringsing are started from a cross sign.
There are several applications of the cross sign that relates to life for people in
Tenganan Pegringsingan village. First, this symbol is usually used in a housewarming
ceremony when the priest applies the plus sign with lime betel on some columns of the
new house to protect the house from immoral spirits. Second, the traditional doctors in
earlier times in this village used to apply the plus sign with lime betel to the sick part
of a patient’s body as a cure. Third, the cross sign is also applied to the village layout
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on its exits and entrances in four different directions based on the cardinal directions,
north, east, south, and west.
3.2

Color symbolism

Geringsing textile patterns consistently use three colors: red, black, and yellow.
The colors of Geringsing textiles also convey protection. Geringsing textiles
consistently use three colors in the textiles to represent Deities in Hindu cosmology:
red, black, and yellow. The three colors in Geringsing represent the deities in three
different manifestations relate to life: Brahma as the creator is symbolized with a red,
Wisnu as maintenance is symbolized with a black color, and Siwa as destroyer is
symbolized with a yellow color. These three colors embody harmony in nature or the
cycle of life: creation, maintenance, then destruction as purification, in preparing the
newborn.
3.3

Interlacement warp and weft in a fundamental unit

The process of creating Geringsing textiles is demanding, as the double-ikat
weaving technique involves many calculations to make sure the patterns in the weft and
warp match. People in this village preserve double ikat technique, because they believe
that the concept of protection can be achieved by unifying both elements—patterning
the warp and the weft thread. While single ikat, only required patterning either one, the
warp or weft threads.
In double ikat technique, the warp skein is placed crosswise vertically in the
loom, while the weft skeins are intertwined with the warp skein. The amount of yarn
that is going to be used for the warp skein is determined by the width of the textile; the
amount of the weft skein, the height. The warp and weft skeins intersect perpendicularly
with one another to create cloth with patterns. To match the calculations between the
warp and weft, the pattern makers use a grid to guide them in wrapping the warp and
weft skeins. The action of mathematical calculation in this double-ikat technique—
which includes both arithmetical and non-arithmetical steps and follows a well-defined
box line model—is considered a process of computation.
The main characteristics of Geringsing textiles patterns are reflection and
repetition. The repetition occurs from reiteration of a fundamental unit. This
fundamental unit is reiterated through reflective motion. A fundamental unit of
Geringsing textile patterns consists of more than one design unit—the smallest part of
fundamental unit. Therefore, a fundamental unit conveys information of how many
threads are needed for the warp and the weft sections.

4

Phase II – Pattern Analysis

Pattern analysis of Geringsing textile is based on the data gathered from the first
phase. By understanding the cultural knowledge as well as observing the technical
process of creating Geringsing textile, this phase concentrate to analyze the Geringsing
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patterns. The analysis is divided into three parts: (1) the cultural symbolism related to
symmetry that is used in Geringsing textiles, (2) color grammar based on the color
symbolism, and (3) calculation of the fundamental unit based on the interlacement of
warp and weft threads.
4.1. Cultural Symbolism related to Symmetry in the Geringsing patterns
According to DK Washburn (1988), symmetry group theory can decode
information from the patterns that appear in the material culture to understand the
preferences of the artisans in choosing the structure of the patterns. Based on the
categorization theory of Symmetry Group, Geringsing textile patterns follow two
categories: point symmetry and one-dimensional. Geringsing textile patterns follow the
one-dimensional category because of the fundamental unit of Geringsing textile
patterns is repeated through reflection in one direction; this fundamental unit
consistently follows the rules of pmm2 class under a one-dimensional category. In
addition, each fundamental unit consists of several design units—smaller part than a
fundamental unit, which follows the rules of d4 and c1 under point symmetry category.
d4 class is common for design unit in almost all types of Gerignsing patterns, while c1
class is very rare, it only appears in the Geringsing wayang type—Geringsing that has
patterns of puppet characters.
Both classes pmm2 and d4 close related to the cultural symbolism of Tenganan
Pegringsingan village, which is plus sign (+). This plus sign is the basic shape of
balance and protection that is believed by the people in the Tenganan Pegringsingan
village. The application of a plus sign not only limited to a basic pattern or a design
unit. Figure 2 shows a growing meaning of a plus sign. The plus sign has four areas that
are occupied with fundamental units—the smallest part of the complex patterns. While
on figure 3, the plus sign along with the four areas/fundamental units are repeated in
one-direction. These figures show that the plus sign is the essential concept in creating
patterns in Geringsing textiles.

V

Figure 2. Visualization of pmm2

Reflected
horizontally

V

Reflected vertically

Figure 3. Fundamental unit that is repeated followed pmm2 class.
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4.2. Color grammar based on the color symbolism
As explained in the earlier section, Geringsing textile consistently uses three
colors: red, black, and yellow, that represented the Deities that is believed by the people
from Tenganan. The proportion of colors in the textile follow certain rules: light-yellow
is usually for the design units, but sometimes a combination of light yellow and red
serve for a design unit color; black functions as the main background color and serves
as a secondary background color to accentuate the light-yellow color before meeting
the red color, which occurs when the red color acts as the background.
4.3. Fundamental Unit that explained the interlacement of warp and weft threads
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Geringsing textiles have two characteristics: (1) the structure of the textiles is
divided into border patterns and body patterns; the border pattern is located in the upper
and lower margin of the body patterns; (2) the overall patterns are repetitive and
reflective. Geringsing textiles patterns are designed from the reflection of a
fundamental unit—a thing that is perceived as being the smallest part into which a
complex whole can be analyzed—mimicked both horizontally and vertically. There are
27 different Geringsing pattern types and each type of pattern has a different
fundamental unit.
The figure 4. below is the fundamental unit from one type of Geringsing textiles
name Geringsing patlikur teteledan (see figure 1 on the very right). Referring to the
figure 4, the left side is a textile part of the fundamental unit of Geringsing patlikur
teteledan; the right side is a grid line representing a fundamental unit. This fundamental
unit convey information of the calculation for warp and weft threads in border and body
patterns. Therefore, the fundamental unit holds an important role in the process of
creating Geringsing textiles. This fundamental unit is the parameter, not only for
determining how many threads for both warp and weft frames, but also for determining
the position to lay the wrapping rope.

12 buluan
each
buluan has
4
tigeh/block

Width size: 12 buluan, each buluan has 4 tigeh or blocks

Figure 4. (left) part of Geringsing patlikur teteledan, (right) a fundamental unit of Geringsing
patlikur teteledan in a form of blocks line.
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Based on the documentation collected by the researcher from museums, books,
and journals, Geringsing has 27 types of patterns with five different width sizes. These
five different sizes have a distinct number of boxes/pixels in one fundamental unit:
(1) size anteng has 14 tigeh, equal with 28 boxes/pixels,
(2) size patlikur has 24 tigeh, equal with 48 boxes/pixels,
(3) size petangdasa has 40 tigeh, equal with 80 boxes/pixels,
(4) size small wayang has 37 tigeh, equal with 74 boxes/pixels, and
(5) size big wayang has 42 tigeh, equal with 84 boxes/pixels.
In terms of the length size, there is no restriction for how many boxes/pixels
required for each fundamental unit. However, based on the observation and analyzing
the 28 patterns, the number of blocks line for one fundamental unit of body pattern is
between 10 to 130, while the number of blocks line for border pattern is between 10 to
35. The height or the length of a Geringsing cloth is usually 2 meters or 3.32 feet.

5

Simulation

The process of simulation consists of four steps:
data collection, building the application based on
the indigenous algorithm, testing the application
to the local artisans and younger generation in the
village, and the final result is a culturally specific
design application. The programing language
being used for the application is Processing.
Culturally specific design application is
purposefully created for local artisans and
younger generations in this village as a design and
educational tool. This application is created with
a simple user interface so that the local artisans
can utilize this application to develop and
elaborate a new design that is still related with the
cultural knowledge in this village.
Figure 5. Process of Simulation

5.1

Translating Indigenous Algorithm into an application

The process of translating the indigenous algorithm are based on the data
gathered from the first and second phases. The explanation of the translation is as the
following.
1. Fundamental unit
This fundamental unit has the body and border patterns. The fundamental unit
of the body and border is detached to give a clear vision and room for the user to think
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separately when designing the body and border pattern. An additional visualization of
the overall pattern is also embedded in the same page as the fundamental unit.
Geringsing textile patterns are created with a specific calculation to match the
patterns from the warp and the weft threads, therefore, this application is created with
boxes/grids lines. One box or acening (the local term) is equal with 0.5 cm or 0.2 inches.
By calculating the number of blocks line, the artisans and pattern makers can acquire
information for which threads needs to be wrapped prior to dying process.
Geringsing textile patterns consistently follow pmm2 class under the theory of
the Symmetry group. Hence, picturing of the repeated fundamental units that followed
the rule of pmm2 is imperative to provide overall design visualization. As can be seen
in the image below (figure 10), the left side is the fundamental unit for body patterns,
on the upper right side is the fundamental unit for border patterns, and below right is
the overall visualization.
2. Color
As described in the earlier section, Geringsing textile consistently uses three
colors: yellow, red, and black. Based on the analysis in color grammar, black in general
uses as the background color. Therefore, black is translated as the background color.
The other two colors—yellow and red, are translated with mouse button: right mouse
button is for applying and erasing red color, left mouse button is for applying and
erasing yellow color. For instance, the user clicks the right mouse for red, then, the
users can re-click the right mouse button for erasing that red color. The same rules apply
for the left click that designated for yellow color.
3. Controllers
Controllers are required to provide the user a flexibility when designing patterns.
As the textiles has five different sizes, and each textile has distinct fundamental unit,
the user can easily adjust the template prior to designing the patterns. As can be seen in
the image below (figure 6), the interface has controllers that can adjust the vertical and
horizontal size of the fundamental unit and the overall patterns. The detail explanation
of the five controllers are as follow:
(1) ‘A’ is a width controller. There are five different sizes for Geringsing, and each has
different number of grid lines: 28,48,74,80,84. This slider can be adjusted to those
five distinctive sizes.
(2) ‘B’ is a controller for adjusting the grid size in fundamental unit. The scale for the
fundamental unit and overall pattern is 1:2.
(3) ‘C’ is a controller for adjusting the grid size in overall patterns. As the scale is 1:2,
if the size of the B is 14 then the C will be 7.
(4) ‘D’ is a controller for adjusting the number of grids for the border patterns that will
affect the length size;
(5) ‘E’ is a controller for adjusting the number of grids for the body patterns that will
affect the length size;
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A
BORDER PATTERN

B
C
D

BODY PATTERN

E

OVERALL PATTERN

Figure 6. The interface with controls to adjust the amount of the width and length size.

To run this application, the user needs to adjust the template. Then, the user only
needs to work in the area of body patterns and border patterns. Both body and border
patterns are connected to the overall patterns. For instance, if the user clicking the left
mouse button appointing in one grid at the body pattern area, that action will be pictured
in the overall pattern area. The overall pattern area is to view how the patterns from the
fundamental unit is reflected.
The scale between the fundamental unit and overall pattern is 1:2 because the
purpose of the overall pattern is to visualize the global design. This application is
created as easy as possible for the local artisans can use.

The fundamental unit is automatically visualized in the overall pattern

Figure 7. The above image shows the reflection in the overall pattern when the user is working
in the fundamental unit of body pattern.
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Figure 8. The two images show the process reiteration fundamental unit into overall pattern

Border pattern visualization

Figure 9. The above image shows the reflection in the overall pattern when the user is working
in the fundamental unit of border pattern
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Figure 10. Final pattern visualization

5.2

Testing the Application

The procedure for testing this application consists of several steps: introduction,
familiarization, utilization, and response. First, the researcher explains the purpose of
the design application as an introduction part. Then, the researcher shows how to use
the application then asks the users to familiarize with the tools provided in the
application. Next, the researcher asks the users to utilize the application for creating a
pattern, in this step, the users can use as many times they need. After the users finished
using the applications, the researcher conducts a short interview to gain comments from
them. The process of testing is conducted with two local artisans and two younger
generations in this village.
The local artisans spent more time in the process of familiarization, utilization,
and feedback because they are the one who really knows the process of creating the
Geringsing textiles. They said that this application provides a simple template to create
the patterns since the fundamental unit can be visualized to the bigger picture in the
overall pattern area. They suggested more flexibility in adjusting the template,
especially when the artisans want to create patterns with different size textiles.
Younger generations in this village need less time in familiarization but more
time in utilization, because they are more adaptive with technology. Overall, they love
to play with the application, especially when they created a pattern in the fundamental
unit that is pictured in the overall pattern followed pmm2 rules. They said that they just
realized that they learned a new thing about their own culture. Because they are so
familiar with these textiles, they had not noticed the consistency of color being used.
By using this program, the younger generations were able to realize the consistency of
color being used in this cloth.
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7

Conclusion

To understand the indigenous algorithm—the set of rules that are related with
the local context— of Geringsing textile, there is a need to understand the point of view
or rationale of the local artisans by immersing with their daily activities that are related
with the process of creating Geringsing textiles. The patterns that appear in Geringsing
textiles attach with the cultures and ceremonies of the people in the Tenganan
Pegringsingan village, as well as how they perceive the world. Th indigenous algorithm
is translated into a digital application that is culturally specific. Culturally specific
means that the transformation process—from the analysis of the pattern structure to the
translation into a digital application—has to be in line with the artisan’s rationale in
order to add a significance to this design tool.
In general, the purpose of creating this culturally specific design application
as a design and educational tool is achieved based on the feedback from the participants.
The local artisans said that this application provides a simple template for them in
creating Geringsing textile, while the younger generations in this village gain new
insight into Geringsing textiles by utilizing this application. A sequential mixed method
of Ethnography and Computation provides a method to construct a culturally specific
design application that respect the cultural knowledge where material culture is
originally. This culturally specific design application is an approach to safeguard an
oral tradition into a creative digital format that can be used as design tool as well as
educational tool for members of the younger generation in the area.
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